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Abstract

The efficacy of medication may be lower than clinical expectations due to adjustments
in perceived risk that cause changes in behaviors, a phenomenon known as risk com-
pensation. The FDA approval of new classes of drugs to treat high blood pressure and
high cholesterol in 1973 is leveraged to identify the effect of medication availability on
nonsmoking, adherence to a diet, and body mass index. I find that medication approval
significantly decreases the probability of engaging in healthy behaviors, evidence of risk
compensation. Once a diagnosis of cardiovascular disease (CVD) is received, a patient
has updated information about the state of her health which may induce the adoption
of healthy behaviors. For smoking, a diagnosis of CVD does partially attenuate the
risk-compensation effect of medication. After medication is approved, individuals at
high risk of CVD have increased take-up – an indication that risk screening is imple-
mented. Also, a CVD diagnosis prompts medication use as a complement to multiple
healthy behaviors. The evidence demonstrates the importance of promoting healthy
behaviors to a broad population and increasing risk-factor salience prior to diagnosis.
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1 Introduction

Over 60% of adults in the United States (U.S.) have cardiovascular disease (CVD), which

is the number one cause of death, and accounts for $216 billion in annual health care costs

(Census, 2020; AHA, 2021). Research over the past century has improved understanding

of CVD risk factors; yet, the unhealthy behaviors that contribute to CVD remain preva-

lent (Saklayen and Deshpande, 2016; Virani et al., 2020). One possible explanation is risk

compensation (Peltzman, 1975). Individuals compensate for changes in perceived levels of

risk by adjusting their behavior. It is less "costly" to engage in risky behavior when new

technology can prevent catastrophic outcomes.

Invasive and non-invasive technologies have been introduced to address the prevention

and treatment of CVD, notably medication. Healthy behaviors also decrease the risk of

CVD. The efficacy of medication as a treatment for CVD would be reduced if medication

causes risk compensation by decreasing the perceived risk of poor diet, obesity and sedentary

lifestyle (Ha, 2014; Trap-Jensen, 1988). Conversely, a diagnosis of CVD provides updated

information about the consequences of past behavior choices and may increase the take-up

of healthy behaviors. This paper asks: Does the availability of new medication negatively

impact health behaviors? In turn, does a diagnosis of CVD offset the risk-compensation

effect of medication?

Risk compensation in health care is well established. There are numerous instances

of health interventions having lower efficacy in the real world than in clinical trials (Prasad

and Jena, 2014). A survey by Golub et al. (2010) on preexposure prophylaxis (PREP)

for the prevention of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) found that of men who would

use PREP, 35% would also decrease condom use. Statins, used to treat high cholesterol,

are associated with increased waist size and poor diet (Mancino and Kuchler, 2009), and

increased BMI, obesity and alcohol-drinking behavior (Kaestner et al., 2014). Also, diabetes

patients view medication as more important that lifestyle changes, even though patients that
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used medication in addition to healthy behaviors had better management of blood glucose

levels (Broadbent et al., 2011). In contrast, receiving the human papillomavirus (HPV)

vaccine is associated with less risky sexual behavior across a number of studies (Kasting

et al., 2016). A key difference is that it is often a parent, rather than the child, who makes

the decision for the child to receive the HPV vaccine.

With the exception of diabetes, the research cited above does not distinguish between

preventative care and treatment. Risk compensation often points to behavioral offsets that

occur before the "crash" (Peltzman, 1975; Mancino and Kuchler, 2009; Kaestner et al., 2014;

Golub et al., 2010). Once a diagnosis occurs, preventative care becomes treatment and the

patient has updated information about the state of their health. Oster (2018) links the

precise timing of a diabetes diagnosis to assess changes in food purchases. Results indicate

a diagnosis of diabetes causes a small but significant decrease in consumption of high-calorie

and high-sugar foods. Other work confirms that the magnitude of dietary changes after

a diagnosis is generally small but statistically significant (Zhao et al., 2013; Shimokawa

and Shimokawa, 2015). A study by Kim et al. (2019) considered diabetes, hyperlipidemia

and obesity in Korea and found significant changes after diabetes diagnosis for weight loss,

taking diabetes medications and increased future health screenings. Despite mixed findings

for personal health information, the health shock of a family member causes a spillover

of information that induces individuals to increase personal take-up of healthy behaviors

(Fadlon and Nielsen, 2019; Thomas and Mentzakis, 2020; Hoagland, 2021).

I add to the existing literature by considering that risk compensation may occur in

response to having medication available regardless of take-up. In contrast to prior work, I

find that the option of FDA-approved medication, even if not taken, offsets healthy behavior.

I also link the risk-compensation literature to the literature on the impact of diagnoses on

behavior by considering how behavior changes from the initial risk of disease to diagnosis

in relation to new treatment modalities. I hypothesize that risk compensation explains the
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limited impact of diagnostic information on inducing healthy behavior.

I consider how medication availability and a diagnosis affect behavior using the original

cohort of the Framingham Heart Study. This is a longitudinal study of individuals from

Framingham, Massachusetts who were clinically examined biennially from 1945 through

their lifespan to determine the epidemiology of heart disease. The advantage of these data

is that they allow for a long-study-sample period, between 1960 and 1982. This time frame

includes the FDA approval of the first beta blocker, propranolol, to treat high blood pressure

(hypertension) in the same year that the first bile-acid sequestrant, cholestyramine, to treat

high cholesterol (hyperlipidemia) was introduced. Both drugs were revolutionary at the

time. The seminal randomized-controlled trial (RCT) on beta blockers found a reduction in

cardiovascular mortality of 26% for individuals treated with propranolol (Srinivasan, 2019).

Also, clinical evidence finds that cholestyramine significantly reduces low-density lipoprotein

(LDL) cholesterol and reduces cardiovascular mortality by 24% (NHLBI, 1984). There were

no medication innovations in the 15 years prior to these new treatments and none for the

subsequent eight years for these conditions, see Table A1. This allows me to isolate behavior

and medication use in relation to new innovations that address the biggest risk factors for

CVD. During this period, the health benefits of dieting, nonsmoking and reducing BMI

were becoming widely known and promoted by clinicians (La Berge, 2007; CDC, 2014). The

panel design of the data and rich measures of health and behavior provide the ideal setting to

consider how medication and behavior interact before and after a diagnosis in a U.S. setting

while controlling for unobserved, time-invariant-individual characteristics.

I use a quasi-experimental design adapted from Fadlon and Nielsen (2019) and Desh-

pande and Li (2019) to estimate how the availability of new medication impacts health

behavior in total and after a diagnosis of CVD. The "treatment" group in my sample con-

sists of individuals who experience an initial diagnosis of CVD at one of six biennial exams

and are followed for the subsequent two exams (four years). They are matched with controls
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who will also be diagnosed with CVD three or four exams in the future (6 to 8 years).1

The only differences between the treatment and control groups are idiosyncratic because

the timing of a CVD diagnosis can be unpredictable as is assumed in Chandra and Staiger

(2007) and Fadlon and Nielsen (2019). This is plausible given that the ten-year risk of a

CVD diagnosis is not systematically different between the treatment and control groups at

the time the treatment group is diagnosed, and ten-year risk is not significantly associated

with the timing of a diagnosis within my sample.2 Each sample individual is a candidate for

taking medication to prevent and treat CVD given future diagnosis. The model begins with

a basic difference-in-differences design that follows from this setup and is then expanded

to a triple-differences model that includes the fully-saturated interaction of CVD diagnostic

status with the exogenous introduction of newly FDA-approved medication in 1973.3 There

are two effects of interest. The first is the total impact of newly approved medication on

behavior, and the second is the interaction of new medication with being in the treated

group after diagnosis which demonstrates the marginal effect of receiving a diagnosis and

FDA approval on behavior.

The FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants causes an 11 percentage

point (29.6%) increase in current smoking, a 4 percentage point (44.2%) decrease in following

a low-salt diet, a 1 percentage point (18.7%) decrease in following a low-fat diet, and a 0.49

(1%) increase in BMI.4 All estimates are statistically significant. These findings support the
1The health economics literature has viewed the precise timing of an acute myocardial infarction (AMI)

or stroke as random (Chandra and Staiger, 2007; Fadlon and Nielsen, 2019). The main analysis broadens the
defined health shock to a diagnosis of CVD for which risk is assessed in a 10-year time frame. The diagnosis
of CVD falls within 10 years for both treatment and control individuals. As a test of robustness, the sample
is limited to people who gain the diagnosis through an AMI or stroke alone. See Appendix Table A6.

2Ten-year risk indicates the probability that an individual will be diagnosed with CVD within the next
ten years. The specific timing of a diagnosis cannot be determined within the ten-year-time frame without
updating the risk score which is recommend at least every six years (Wilson, 2021a). The mean ten-year-risk
score at the time the treatment group is diagnosed is not statistically different between the treatment and
control groups for those diagnosed before 1976. The last treatment group diagnosed has a risk score that is
1.7 percentage points higher than their matched control group. Also, regressing ten-year-risk score prior to
the treatment group’s diagnosis does not systematically predict being diagnosed. See Appendix Tables and
A2 and A3.

3The predicted probability of a CVD event is not significantly correlated with FDA approval of beta
blockers to treat hypertension and bile-acid sequestrants to treat hyperlipidemia in 1973.

4The results presented in Table 2 report coefficients for the probability of being a nonsmoker and decrease
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idea that risk compensation is present in response to having a medication available to prevent

CVD, regardless of use. Once CVD diagnosis is received and patients gain information about

the consequences of past-behavior choices, the risk compensation response for smoking is

decreased - there is a positive probability of non-smoking after FDA approval and CVD

diagnosis. However, there is no change in the risk-compensation effect for dieting and BMI

after receiving a CVD diagnosis in response to medication availability.

I next investigate the use of medication in combination with healthy behaviors after

FDA approval. After new medication is available, patients may choose to use medication as

a substitute or complement to other healthy behaviors. The outcomes considered are combi-

nations of medication and behavior choices modeled using the same difference-in-differences

design (excluding the FDA-interaction terms) with additional controls for being at high

or low risk of CVD. Results show that experiencing a diagnosis increases the probability

of complementing medication use with healthy behaviors but does not increase take-up of

medication when controlling for risk status. Persons at the highest level of ten-year risk

for CVD (≥ 20%) are associated with increased take-up of medication and use medication

more often as a substitute than a complement to singular-healthy behaviors. This indicates

that risk screening is actively implemented. Concernedly, individuals with low-risk of CVD

(<10%), but who will eventually be diagnosed, are associated with a lower probability of

medication use and are less likely to use medication as a complement with multiple healthy

behaviors compared to individuals with intermediate risk. For this group, risk score may

underestimate true risk by not accounting for marginal factors that may influence disease

manifestation (Wilson, 2021b). If this is the case, individuals in the low-risk category may

not know their true risk of CVD and use fewer preventative measures that would be optimal.

Access to a medication to prevent and treat CVD can induce unhealthy behavior.

Yet if taken, medication is often used to complement healthy behaviors for those that have

a diagnosis or are at high risk of CVD. If individuals value unhealthy behaviors (such as

in BMI to maintain the consistency of the direction of coefficients.
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smoking and eating high-sodium or high-fat foods) and also value health, risk compensation

may be a utility-maximization strategy because the FDA approval of medication decreases

the cost of unhealthy behavior. The concern is that the risk of CVD may not be correctly

assessed. As a result, it is not until the true cost of unhealthy behavior is realized, via a CVD

diagnosis, that medication and healthy behaviors are more likely to be used as complements.

For clinicians and public health advocates, the findings highlight the importance of helping

all patients (not just those at high risk of CVD) understand the risk factors of CVD and

the importance of healthy behaviors, even when medication is available, before prevention

becomes treatment.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides background on CVD and related

medications and risk factors. Section 3 discusses the data. Section 4 presents the primary

estimation strategy. Section 5 assesses the results. Section 6 explores treatment choice after

medication is available. Section 7 discusses the findings and concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Cardiovascular Disease

Cardiovascular disease is a broad term for diseases that primarily affect the heart and/or

blood vessels. The majority of CVD diagnoses are for coronary artery disease which is

commonly referred to heart disease. Heart disease occurs when there is decreased blood

flow to the heart muscle due to a build up of plaque (deposits of cholesterol) in the artery

walls. Over time, plaque causes arteries to narrow which leads to chest pain and shortness

of breath. If a plaque ruptures, it can form a blood clot that blocks the artery and causes a

portion of the heart muscle to die. This is known as a acute myocardial infarction (AMI or

heart attack). Since the 1950s, CVD has been diagnosed by laboratory tests, non-invasive

tests such as electrocardiogram and echocardiogram and/or invasive tests such as cardiac

catheterization (Hajar, 2017).
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The behavioral risk factors for developing heart disease include a diet high in fat and/or

sodium, smoking, excessive alcohol use and a sedentary lifestyle. Over time, these behaviors

can lead to conditions that increase the probability of developing heart disease, including:

high blood pressure (hypertension), elevated cholesterol levels (hyperlipidemia), obesity and

diabetes. While heart disease can be treated with intensive interventions such as cardiac

catheterization and bypass surgery, treatment also involves addressing behavioral-risk factors

through lifestyle changes (CDC, 2018).

2.2 Medication and Cardiovascular Disease

In the 1940s scientists began focusing on the causes of heart disease. Linking elevated

blood pressure to heart disease was an early discovery of this time, but even after the

connection was made, hypertension was considered untreatable (Saklayen and Deshpande,

2016). In 1953, the FDA approved the first medication to treat hypertension. Hydralazine

is a vasodilator that works by relaxing blood vessels thereby allowing blood to flow more

easily. Five years later, the first diuretic, chlorothiazide, was FDA approved. Chlorothiazide

lowers blood pressure by inducing the kidneys to clear excess water and salt from the body.

During the 1950s and 1960s there was additional debate about what constituted diagnosed

hypertension that was considered a risk for heart disease. The familiar reading of 120 systolic

over 80 diastolic blood pressure is a modern standard developed years after this early learning

period. This means that even though medications were available, hypertension as it would be

identified today was often untreated into the mid-century (Saklayen and Deshpande, 2016).

Vasodilators and diuretics were the only medications available to treat hypertension for

the next 15 years (FDA, 2020). The first beta-adrenergic blocking agent, propranolol, was

FDA approved in 1973. Beta blockers (as they are commonly referred to) work by decreasing

stress hormones in the body which brings down the heart rate and results in decreased blood

pressure. A landmark RCT for beta blockers demonstrated that they reduced cardiovas-

cular mortality by 26% (Srinivasan, 2019). Since beta blockers affect blood pressure from
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a different avenue than vasodilators, they are often combined in treatment (Stevens et al.,

1983). After the introduction of beta blockers, 15 medications in this class of drugs have

been developed with the most recent reaching the market in 2007. After the introduction

of beta blockers, medication use to treat hypertension among study participants increased

from 8% to 24%.5 Appendix Table A1 for a timeline of FDA approvals.

Medications to treat high cholesterol levels were slower to be developed. In 1973,

cholestyramine, a bile-acid sequestrant, was the first FDA-approved medication for hyper-

lipidemia (FDA, 2020). This medication binds to bile acids in the intestine and prevents

their absorption. To compensate for the loss of bile acids, the liver converts cholesterol into

bile acids which reduces the level of cholesterol in the blood. Take-up of cholestyramine was

much slower than for hypertension medications despite evidence that bile-acid sequestrants

can reduce cardiovascular mortality by 24% (NHLBI, 1984). In the six years after approval,

79.3% of study participants were taking medication to treat hypertension compared to med-

ication to treat hyperlipidemia. Both beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants remained the

last innovations to treat hypertension or hyperlipidemia until 1981. The introduction of

these medications during a drought of development before and after their FDA approval

offers an opportunity to identify the effect of medication availability on behavior.

2.3 Behavior, Health and Medication

The first diet to receive attention for reducing hypertension was the Kempner Rice Diet

which was notable for its low-salt content (Kempner, 1948). Nine-years later in 1957, the

American Heart Association (AHA) recommended that decreasing dietary fat would reduce

the risk of heart disease (Krauss et al., 1996). This was promoted by Congress when the

Senate Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs published Dietary Goals for the United
5The increase is among study participants who attended exam 12 which spanned 1973 when propranolol

was approved by the FDA. The sample was not restricted to individuals with hypertension or who were at
high risk of CVD. Medication use to treat hypertension was 8% at exam 11, at exam 12 medication use
increased to 19% and increased again to 24% at exam 13 (the exam after approval).
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States in 1977 (La Berge, 2007). By this time, the Surgeon General’s report on Smoking

and Health had been out for 13 years, and Americans had a clearer picture of how lifestyle

impacted their risk for CVD (CDC, 2014).

There have been many studies since that consider the combined efficacy of medication

and health behavior in the prevention and treatment of CVD. Khera et al. (2016) found

that even among people with genetic risk of heart disease, making healthy-lifestyle changes

reduced the risk of a coronary heart event by 46 percent. Multiple randomized-control trials

have demonstrated that the use of a beta blocker with sodium restriction was significantly

more effective at lowering blood pressure when compared to salt restriction or beta blockers

alone (Erwteman et al., 1984; Luft and Weinberger, 1988; Ha, 2014). Similarly, smoking

cessation complements the hypotensive effects of beta blockers while smoking blunts drug

efficacy (Trap-Jensen, 1988). In a study of men at risk for heart disease, adherence to five-

lifestyle factors (nonsmoking, moderate alcohol consumption, BMI under 25 kg/m2, healthy

diet and physical activity) could prevent 62% of potential coronary events; among the men

who were already on medication, adopting a "low-risk" lifestyle would reduce coronary events

by 57%. Only adopting two of the five lifestyle changes resulted in a 25% decrease in the risk

of a coronary event (Chiuve et al., 2006). Medication and a healthy lifestyle are biological

complements in reducing the risk of disease.

Despite ample evidence on the preventative effects of healthy behaviors, physician

recommendations about lifestyle changes to reduce the risk of CVD are generally reserved

for patients that exhibit obvious high-risk behaviors such as obesity or sedentary lifestyle or

for whom medication is not an option (Grundy et al., 2004). Even with consistent evidence

of the complementary therapeutic nature of behavioral changes and medication use to treat

hypertension and hyperlipidemia, medication often remains the clinical focus (Hyman and

Pavlik, 2000).
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3 Data

The Framingham Heart Study began in 1948 to collect epidemiological data on CVD (Mah-

mood et al., 2014). Undertaken at a time when thirty percent of men in the U.S. were

developing heart disease, the study was to determine the factors that influence disease de-

velopment and trajectory. The original cohort consisted of 5,209 participants who were

not initially exhibiting signs of heart disease. The participants underwent exams biennially

throughout their lifespans – a total of 32 exams. The tests administered and data collected

vary across exams but generally focus on all aspects of cardiovascular health with additional

measures of socioeconomic status and lifestyle. Eventually, the Framingham Heart study

expanded to include the children of the original cohort and recruited additional participants.

The Framingham Heart Study is unique in providing a long-run panel. All participants in

the original cohort are from Framingham, Massachusetts and volunteered to join the study

(Oppenheimer, 2005). This city was selected in part because it was considered to be repre-

sentative of the general U.S. population at its inception (Kelleher, 2018). However, limiting

the sample to one geographic area does limit external validity. Prior research has found

that the Framingham Heart Study does predict heart disease well compared to a nationally

representative sample of white adults from the National Health and Nutrition Examination

Survey (NHANES) I Epidemiologic Followup Study (Leaverton et al., 1987).6

I focus exclusively on the original cohort from exam number 7 through 16 which span

the years 1960 through 1982. The FDA approval of propranolol (beta blocker) and cholestyra-

mine (bile-acid sequestrant) occurred during exam 12. There are no medication introductions

to treat hypertension or hyperlipidemia during any other exams in the sample time period
6Table A4 presents means for the Framingham sample population compared to a nationally representative

sample from the weighted National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) for years that CVD diagnostic questions
were asked during this study sample time period. The available statistics from the NHIS were limited during
this time period. Among participants in both samples who were diagnosed with CVD, the Framingham
participants are, on average, 7 years older than in the NHIS sample. The samples are comparable for the
percentage of individuals who are married, but NHIS has an 8 percentage point higher rate of people who are
divorced, widowed or separated. Lastly, 2% more men are in the Framingham sample compared to NHIS.
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with the exception of exam 16.7

The research design relies on knowing if the participant has a diagnosis of CVD. Diag-

noses are validated through physical examination as part of the Framingham Heart Study

and by review of medical records generated between exams as opposed to self-reported diag-

nosis.8 In addition to a definitive diagnosis of CVD, the data includes validated measures of

age, sex, cholesterol, blood pressure and smoking status collected at each exam. These mea-

sures are used to calculate the Framingham Risk Score (FRS), the 10-year risk probability of

developing CVD, see Appendix A for the formula (D’Agostino et al., 2008). To be included

in the sample, the individual must attend the exam prior to a CVD diagnosis, the diagnosis

exam and both exams after diagnosis. Deceased individuals are removed from the sample

when they die. The sample is lastly limited to exclude anyone who was over 60 years old

at exam 1. The final sample is comprised of 1,275 individuals across 10 exams, representing

34% of the non-deceased participants who attended exam 9.

As described above, the time frame of the study aligns with the period where the impact

of behavior on CVD was becoming widely known. The behavioral outcomes considered are

those directly related to the prevention and treatment of heart disease and for which data

are available.9 The first outcome assessed is if the participant is a nonsmoker since smoking

is a well-documented threat to heart health. Two dietary outcomes that were recognised

to decrease the risk factors of CVD at the time are also considered: following a low-salt

diet and/or a low-fat diet.10 Regulating salt intake is an important behavioral treatment
7In 1981, toward the end of the time frame for exam 14 (1979 - 1982), the FDA approved the first

angiotension-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors to treat high blood pressure and fibrates to treat high
cholesterol. See Table A1.

8If the study participant reports any symptoms of CVD such as heart pain, circulation problems or
arrhythmia, or if they report any cardiac procedures or diagnoses, the research team reviews the medical
records of the participant to confirm the diagnosis and timing of CVD and/or any other cardiac events such
as stroke or AMI.

9Alcohol usage and level of physical activity are both important behaviors that can contribute to CVD.
However, the Framingham Heart Study does not include consistent measures of these during the study-
sample-time period.

10At exam 7, participants were asked if they followed a "salt restriction" or "hypocholesterol" diet with
responses for yes, no or unknown. At exam 8, participants were asked if they followed a "salt restriction"
or "low fat" diet singularly, together or in combination with other diet types. At exam 9, participants were
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for hypertension and is often advised to regulate blood pressure. Similarity, a low-fat diet

was advised to treat hyperlipidemia at the time (La Berge, 2007). Both of these outcomes

are self reported during a participant’s physical exams. Body-mass index (BMI) is used as

an outcome measure of body size as opposed to weight or obesity. Weight does not account

for height and obesity may not quickly respond to behavioral changes.11 Each regression

includes rich measures of age to control for any age-related BMI trends.12 BMI cannot

change in response to a diagnosis at the same exam a diagnosis is made. However, 98.4%

of first diagnoses are made between exams and validated at the biennial Framingham exam.

Thus, there is adequate time to detect changes in BMI that results from a CVD diagnosis.

3.1 Summary Statistics

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the sample of Framingham participants separating by

men and women. Women are 1.7 years older, on average, than men, at 64.7 years. More men

are married, 75.3%, compared to women at 46.4%; conversely, more women are widowed,

divorced or separated. Also, less than 45% of the sample did not graduate high school, and

while women have a 6 percentage point higher high school graduation rate, men are more

likely to earn college and post-college degrees.

With respect to overall health, by design 100% of the sample will experience a diagnosis

of CVD, but 61.8% of men and 48.6% of women will also experience an AMI or stroke.

Cancer and diabetes have similar rates of diagnosis across the samples at 2.4% and 7.2%

respectively. Men have a 7 percentage point higher probability of a CVD event within ten

years based on their Framingham risk score (FRS) compared to women who have an average

ten-year risk score of 7.9%. Men are more often classified as high or intermediate risk (10%

asked if they avoid salt intake with responses for yes, no or unknown. Low fat or hypocholesterol dietary
questions were not asked at this exam. For exams 10 through 15, participants were each asked if they
followed a "low salt" or "low fat" diet with responses for yes, no or unknown. Additionally at exam 10,
participants were asked if they avoided salt or salty food.

11The calculation for BMI is 703 times the participant’s weight divided by their height squared.
12Age-related controls include: age, age squared, 5-year age group, and an indicator for being over 64

years old.
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or greater probability of a CVD event within 10 years) compared to women for whom 67.2%

are classified as low risk (less than 10%).

Women have a 9.2 percentage point higher rate of nonsmoking compared to men at

73.5%. Men and women have comparable BMIs, but women follow diets at higher rates than

men. Considering salt, 10.1% of women report being on a low-salt diet versus men at 5.8%,

and 6.3% of women follow a low-fat diet compared to 5.5% of men.

4 Research Design

The research design is described in stages for clarity. It begins with estimating risk com-

pensation and is then extended to incorporate the impact of a CVD diagnosis on behavior.

Central to identifying the risk-compensation effect of new medication on behavior is the

exogenous FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants in 1973 which occurred

during exam 12. Both medications are used to prevent CVD prior to a diagnosis and as a

treatment after CVD has manifest. This effect can be estimated with a fixed-effects regres-

sion:

Yit = η1FDAt + αi + ΛXit + εit (1)

Four behavioral outcomes, Yit, are considered: nonsmoking at exam time t, if individual i is

on a low-salt diet at exam time t, if individual i is on a low-fat diet at exam time t, and the

decrease in individual i′s BMI. Outcomes are presented as healthy behaviors. The variable

FDAt indicates the FDA approval of new medication beginning at exam 12. Individual-

level controls are indicated by Xit and include age, age-squared, 5-year age groups, if the

participant is over 64-years old, marital status, and if they are under treatment for cancer

or diabetes. Individual-fixed effects, αi, account for unobserved personal characteristics that

do not change over time. Individual-fixed effects are important in this model to control for
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unobserved personal characteristics that may impact behavior.

This basic regression model is expanded to consider how a diagnosis of CVD impacts

the risk-compensation effect of new medication. For the moment, I set aside FDAt, to

develop a difference-in-differences model that identifies the impact of a CVD diagnosis on

healthy behavior. This helps to simplify each component of the model before combining

them. The difference-in-differences research design follows and extends a quasi-experimental

approach proposed by Fadlon and Nielsen (2019) based on matching estimators as detailed in

Imbens and Wooldridge (2009). A diagnosis of CVD is not random in the broad population,

but treatment and control groups can be constructed such that within the study sample,

the manifestation of CVD is assumed random within a specified time frame.13 I begin by

constructing a treatment group of individuals who receive an initial diagnosis of CVD at

exam time, t, where t = [9, ..., 14]. I estimate the impact of the diagnosis on behavior for

the exam the diagnosis occurs and for the two subsequent exams, t+ 1 and t+ 2, a total of

four years after the diagnosis.

The corresponding control group consists of individuals who also experience a first

diagnosis of CVD three or four exams after the treatment group, t+ 3 and t+ 4, six or eight

years later. No one in the treatment or control group experiences CVD prior to exam 9. See

Figure 1 for a visual representation of the sample. The identifying assumption is that absent

a diagnosis, the treatment and control groups would experience similar trends in behavior. It

would be ideal to select a control group who experience the diagnosis at exam time t+1, but

there is a trade-off between the length of time that the effects of the shock can be identified

with the comparability of the control group. The control group selected is diagnosed with

CVD within a 10-year time period (the standard window used in calculations of CVD risk)

from their treated comparisons, but still allows for estimating the impacts of a diagnosis on
13The majority of CVD diagnoses, 63%, were due to an AMI or stroke which is thought to have uncertain

timing in prior research (Chandra and Staiger, 2007; Fadlon and Nielsen, 2019). As a robustness exercise,
the sample is limited to individuals in the treatment and control groups that have an AMI or stroke as the
first episode of CVD. See Appendix Table A6.
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behavior over a longer time period.

I check for randomness in the timing of a CVD diagnosis between the treatment and

control groups in the sample in two ways. First, Appendix Table A2 presents the mean ten-

year risk of a CVD diagnosis for the treatment and control groups at the time the treated

group is diagnosed. For all exams, with the exception of exam 14, there is no statistical

difference between the ten-year risk of CVD between treatment and control groups. At

exam 14, the treated group is 1.7 percentage points more likely to be diagnosed with CVD

in the subsequent ten years. Second, Table A3 presents results from regressing ten-year

risk of CVD prior to the treated groups’ CVD diagnoses. I find that ten-year risk is not

a reliable predictor of being in the treated group. As a robustness exercise, an alternative

control group is developed using risk score matching at t− 1. The method for this exercise

is described in Appendix C.

For clarity, the final model will be constructed by starting with a single group of

treatment-and-control individuals (based on the timing of the treated-individuals’ diagnosis)

and then pooled with all groups. First, consider a treated group of individuals who are

diagnosed with CVD at exam 11. The corresponding control group is individuals who are

diagnosed with CVD at exam 14 or 15. This sub-sample of treatment and control individuals

are observed from exam 9 through 13. The impact of a diagnosis on behavior for this sample

is can be estimated using a simple difference-in-differences design:

Yit = σ1POSTt + σ2(CVDi × POSTt) + αi + ΛXit + εit (2)

The variable POSTt indicates the exam of the treated group’s diagnosis and following

two exams. POSTt serves as a counterfactual – as if the control group had also experienced

the shock at exam time t (Fadlon and Nielsen, 2019). In this example, POSTt is equal to 1

for exams 11, 12 and 13 and is zero otherwise for both the treatment and control groups. The
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treatment group is denoted as CVDi which is an indicator for individuals who are diagnosed

with CVD at exam 11 and is equal to 1 for all exam time t. Hence, (CVDi × POSTt)

indicates the effect of being diagnosed with CVD. As in equation (1), αi denotes individual-

fixed effects and Xit are controls. Note that αi in equation (2) is collinear with the effect of

being in the treatment group, CVDi, in this single treatment-and-control-group model. As

a robustness check, the model is estimated without individual-fixed effects, see Table A6.

To capture the effect of medication before and after receiving a CVD diagnosis, the

FDA approval of new medications, FDAt, is fully interacted with the difference-in-differences

variables as constructed in equation (2). This results in the following triple-differences spec-

ification for a single grouping of treatment and control individuals:

Yit = ρ1FDAt + ρ2POSTt + ρ3(POSTt × FDAt)

+ ρ4(CVDi × FDAt) + ρ6(CVDi × POSTt)

+ ρ7(CVDi × (POSTt × FDAt)) + αi + ΛXit + εit

(3)

As in equation (2), αi is collinear with CVDi. Equation (3) above is estimated by

group sub-sample based on treatment timing in each of the 5-exam-time-period windows.

This is done to address potential weighing issues resulting from the difference-in-differences

design with variation in treatment timing (Goodman-Bacon, 2021). This exercise reveals

any variation in the estimates due to the particular timing of a diagnosis and gets around

issues concerning negative weighting related to treatment effects that may change over time.

Results are presented in Table 2. Note that each sub-group regression covers 5 exam time

periods: two exams prior to diagnosis, the diagnosis exam and two exams after diagnosis.

Certain cells in the sub-group results are missing due to the timing of the FDA approval

of new medication at exam 12. For example, the sample time period for group 9 is exam 7

through exam 11 which all occur before FDA approval. The sample time period for group

14 is exam 12 through exam 16 which all occur after the FDA approval.
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The combined analysis with all treatment and control groups is done by appending

each sub-sample by exam following procedures outlined in Deshpande and Li (2019). The

variable, τ , indexes the sub-sample group diagnosis timing to which a treatment or control

individual belongs; hence, i(τ) refers to individual i in group τ . Groups are defined by

the exam that the treated individuals experience a diagnosis of CVD. Thus, the variable

POSTt becomes POSTi(τ)t and varies based on which sub-sample each individual is in.

This counterfactual variable is equal to one for the exam the treatment group receives a

diagnosis and for the two subsequent exams and is zero otherwise for treatment and control

individuals in the sub-sample. The treatment variable, CVDi(τ)t, is equal to one for all

exams prior to a treated individual’s diagnosis and for the two exams after diagnosis and

is zero otherwise. Individuals who are treated in exams 12, 13, and 14 serve as controls

for exams 9, 10, 11 and are repeated in the sample, but they are distinguished by τ and

are assessed as separate individuals. The time frame considered is from exam 7 (two exams

prior to the first diagnosed treatment group) through exam 16 (two years after the last

treatment group is diagnosed). The corresponding control groups are made up of individuals

who experience the same diagnosis, but between exams 12 and 18. See Figure 1 for an

illustration of treatment and control groups by exam. Beginning with the difference-in-

differences specification, Equation (2) expands to encompass the total sample as follows:

Yi(τ)t = γ1CVDi(τ)t + γ2POSTi(τ)t + γ3(CVDi(τ)t × POSTi(τ)t)

+ αi(τ) + ΛXi(τ)t + εi(τ)t

(4)

The above specification of this portion of the model averages over the impacts of a health

shock after it occurs. To address the comparability of the treatment group with the con-

structed counterfactual including matched controls, Figure 2 presents a plot of the behavioral

outcomes considered in the analysis. The plots demonstrate similar patterns in behavior be-

fore the treated group is diagnosed with CVD.
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Equation (4) is expanded to the full-triple-differences model which includes the FDA

approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants as additional interaction terms. The

final specification is as follows:

Yi(τ)t = β1FDAt + β2CVDi(τ)t + β3POSTi(τ)t + β4(POSTi(τ)t × FDAt)

+ β5(CVDi(τ)t × FDAt) + β6(CVDi(τ)t × POSTi(τ)t)

+ β7(CVDi(τ)t × (POSTi(τ)t × FDAt)) + ΛXi(τ)t + αi(τ) + εi(τ)t

(5)

The variables FDAt, CVDi(τ)t and POSTi(τ)t are as described above. The interaction term,

(CVDi(τ)t×(POSTi(τ)t×FDAt)) indicates whether the medication was available at the time

the shock was experienced by treated individuals. All regressions are estimated with robust

standard errors clustered at the individual level.14

The coefficients of interest are: β6 is the impact of a diagnosis on behavior before

the FDA approval (when FDAt is zero and CVDi(τ)t and POSTi(τ)t are one), and β7 is

the additional effect of a diagnosis on behavior after the FDA approval (when CVDi(τ)t,

POSTi(τ)t and FDAt are equal to one). The total impact of the FDA approval of new

medication on behavior is calculated as β1 + β4π
′
+ β5π

′′
+ β7π

′′′ where π′ is the mean of

POST , π′′ is the mean of CVD and π′′′ is the mean of (CVD × POST ) for the regression

sample (Solon et al., 2015). The hypothesis is that medication availability decreases the

motivation to engage in healthy behaviors, but a diagnosis of CVD, mitigates the risk-

compensation effect due to the updated information about one’s health. Thus, there would

be a positive probability of healthy behaviors when medication is available as a treatment

option after a diagnosis.
14One concern is that the FDA approval of new medication may be associated with the probability of

being diagnosed with CVD if the medication is taken once available and prevents disease from manifesting.
Individuals successful in preventing diagnosis are not included as controls in the sample. This is addressed in
two ways. First, the probability of a diagnosis prior to FDA approval was estimated using a two-way, fixed-
effects model. The individual predicted probability of CVD is not significantly correlated with FDA approval
- the correlation was calculated to be 0.39. Secondly, for robustness, a secondary model was estimated using
Framingham risk score (FRS) matching at the exam prior to each treated group’s diagnosis. The results
from this exercise do not demonstrate a significant change in findings. See Appendix Table A6.
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5 Results

5.1 Impact of Medication Approval and Diagnosis on Behavior

Table 2 presents the results from estimating equation (4) for the sample in total, column (1),

and for each of the sub-samples as defined by the exam in which the treated group receives

a diagnosis of CVD, Columns (2) thorough (7), labeled as "Group #" where "#" represents

the diagnosis exam. The sub-sample group results are presented to address recent concerns

about difference-in-differences research designs with variation in the timing of treatment

(Goodman-Bacon, 2021). Considering the results as a whole and by sub-sample allows for

nuances in the estimates by the timing of a diagnosis in relation to the FDA approval of

beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants at exam 12.

The FDA approval of new medication causes a consistent and statistically significant

decrease in the probability of engaging in healthy behaviors. For each behavior, the calcu-

lated coefficient for the total impact of FDA approval is negative and all are statistically

significant. This result points to clear evidence of risk compensation caused by the avail-

ability of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants, regardless of take-up. 15 However, the

marginal impact of a CVD diagnosis after FDA approval is less consistent. There is a de-

crease in smoking (reported as a increase in the healthy behavior of nonsmoking in Table 2)

in response to being diagnosed after the FDA approval. Yet, for following a diet and BMI

decrease, there is no additional impact of a CVD diagnosis after FDA approval on risk com-

pensation. This is evidenced by the coefficients in column (1) on (FDA× CVD × POST ).

Hence, the effect of a diagnosis is particularly meaningful for smoking behavior which mo-

tivates a decrease in current smoking after medication is available. The results by each

behavioral outcome in Table 2 are assessed below:
15Participants selected into the Framingham Heart Study by volunteering. This raises concern that the

study sample may be more concerned about heart disease than the general population. If there is selection
bias exists in the estimates, it would be in the direction of engaging in healthier behaviors to prevent and treat
CVD which would bias the risk compensation results in the positive direction (a increase in the probability
of engaging in healthy behavior).
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Nonsmoker

The most striking estimates are on current smoking behavior as measured by an indi-

cator for nonsmoking. In the absence of new medication, there is not a significant change

in smoking in response to a diagnosis. However, there is a significant 11 percentage point

increase in the probability of smoking due to the availability of new medication. This rep-

resents a 29.6% increase in current smoking, significant at the 1% level.16 The negative and

significant result in the total sample persists in most sub-samples. For this addictive behav-

ior, the mere availability of medication presents a strong incentive to not give up smoking.

Also significant is the marginal impact a CVD diagnosis on smoking behavior after

medication availability. There is an 8 percentage point, 13.3%, increase in nonsmoking,

significant at the 1% level. This finding is consistently positive across sub-groups. The effect

is not large enough to offset the total risk-compensation effect as the full impact of new

medication on health behavior is negative.

Low-Salt Diet and Low-Fat Diet

When new medication is not yet available, there is an increase in the probability of

following a low-salt or low-fat diet of 7 and 6 percentage points respectively, significant at the

1% level, in response to receiving a CVD diagnosis. The FDA approval of new medication

causes a statistically significant 4 percentage point, 44.2%, decrease in following a low-salt

diet and a 1 percentage point, 18.7%, decrease in low-fat dieting; however, the impact on

low-fat dieting is only significant at the 10% level. The additional impact of a CVD diagnosis

after medication approval is not statistically different from zero. For both dietary outcomes,

the sub-group sample sizes are small, and the findings are mostly null with some exceptions.

Particularly with dieting, there is a stark change in approach from treating CVD before

and after medication approval. Both low-salt and low-fat diets are used at higher rates prior
16Table 2 reports changes in nonsmoking to maintain consistency in the direction of the estimates across

health behaviors.
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to new medication in response to a CVD diagnosis, but after the medication is available,

risk compensation adjusts behavior such that there are no detectable changes in healthy

behavior.

BMI Decrease

BMI is reported in Table 2 as a BMI decrease - a negative value represents an increase

in BMI (a decrease in healthy behavior). Before the FDA approval of new medication, a

diagnosis of CVD prompts a larger and significant decrease in BMI of 0.54, 2.0%. However,

after the medications are approved, there is a statistically-significant increase in BMI of 0.27,

1.0%. A diagnosis of CVD, after when medication is available, does not impact BMI. People

are inclined to increase BMI in response to the FDA approval of medication to treat and

prevent CVD, regardless of use.

Considering results by sub-sample, estimates are consistent in direction for a diagnosis

prior to FDA approval and for total impact of FDA approval. However, the estimated impact

of a CVD diagnosis after new medication is available varies by sub-sample.

5.2 Heterogeneity: Personal Characteristics

Table 3 displays estimates from equation (5) by a variety of different personal characteristics.

Women are more likely than men to have a negative behavioral response to the availability of

new medication with the exception of smoking where men’s response is of larger magnitude.

Men are more likely to engage in healthy behavior in response to a diagnosis prior to the FDA

approval which is mainly due to the behavior of married men. Non-married people have a

significant increase in the probability of nonsmoking after a CVD diagnosis when medication

is available as compared to smoking. The responses to the FDA approval of new medication

are relatively similar between married and non-married people for low-salt dieting, but non-

married people have a significant increase in BMI of 1.0 due to new medication for which is

driven by non-married females.
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The estimates by level of education, find that individuals with less than a high school

education are less likely than others to engage in healthy behaviors of nonsmoking, low-

fat diet and BMI decrease and when new medication is available, and have no change in

behavior in response to a diagnosis with the exception of BMI which decreases BMI by 1.2

prior to FDA approval and increases BMI by an 0.88 after FDA approval. On the other

hand, college graduates are more likely to follow a low-fat diet or be nonsmokers in absence

of new medication after a diagnosis, and they are significantly more likely to decrease BMI

by 1.2 after a CVD diagnosis and FDA approval.

5.3 Heterogeneity: Behavior Prior to FDA Approval

To determine if the risk-compensation response to new medication varies based on behavior

prior to FDA approval, I segment the sample into people that have healthy and unhealthy

behavior prior to exam 10. Equation (5) is re-estimated for exams 10 through 16 for the

aggregated sample. The behavior during exams 7 through 9 from which the sample is selected

is excluded from the data included in the analysis period.17 Segmenting the sample in this

way may bias the estimates for (CVDi(τ)×POSTi(τ)t) and (CVDi(τ)× (POSTi(τ)t×FDAt))

because the sample is selected on behavior which can impact the timing of a CVD diagnosis.

Results in Table 4 report the total impact of FDA approval only.18 Odd-numbered columns

present the results of people with healthy behavior and even numbered columns present

results from people with unhealthy behavior prior to exam 10. The outcomes remain the

same as in the baseline analysis.

I find that risk compensation for nonsmoking is driven by people who smoked prior

to the FDA approval. Smokers are 21 percentage points less likely to become nonsmokers

after medication is available, significant at the 1% level. This points to a lack of action by

people who have already engaged in an addictive behavior. However, for diet, I find that
17Diet questions were not asked prior to exam 7 which limits the time frame for which behavior prior to

FDA approval can be selected upon.
18This analysis relies on the assumption that the variable FDA is exogenous to all other regressors.
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people who follow a low-salt or low-fat diet prior to FDA approval, have a significantly higher

probability of switching behavior as compared to those who did not diet. The FDA approval

of new medication as a preventative decreases the probability of being on a low-salt diet by

14 percentage points and a low-fat diet by 12 percentage points for people that dieted before

exam 10. In this case, the "cost" of dieting paid prior to new medication is forgone once the

medication is available. Interestingly, is does not matter if an individual’s BMI is above or

below the average BMI for their 5-year age group, the response to the FDA approval of new

medication is to increase BMI. There is a slightly greater increase in BMI from those below

the 5-year age group mean compared to those below the mean of 0.40 and 0.38 respectively.

The main results discussed above are the average effect of FDA approval on healthy

behavior. To understand if these findings are driven by a few individuals who have a large

risk-compensation response to new medication or if they are the result of most people en-

gaging in a smaller amount of risk compensation, I have decomposed the average effect by

individual as an additional heterogeneity exercise. See Appendix B.

5.4 Robustness

Table A6 presents estimates from three robustness checks. Column (1) shows the baseline

results from Table 2. Column (2) re-estimates equation (4) but excludes individual-fixed

effects. There is some impact of excluding individual-fixed effects. Yet, the direction of the

estimates is consistent for most behavioral outcomes. The exceptions are smoking and low-

fat diet for which the total impact of FDA approval are not statistically different from zero,

and BMI for which the estimate estimated impact of a CVD diagnosis prior to medication

availability is no longer significant but does remain positive.

As a second check of robustness, an alternative matching method was used to generate

the control group for estimating equation (4). The details for this procedure are outlined in

Appendix C. Table A6, column (3), presents the results from this exercise. The estimated
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impact of FDA approval maintains similar magnitude and significance for all behaviors. Also,

the impact of a diagnosis (prior to FDA approval) is positive and significant for both dietary

outcomes and BMI decrease. The additional impact of a diagnosis on nonsmoking behavior

after FDA approval is positive and significant.

The remaining test of robustness limits the diagnosis of CVD to AMI or stroke as the

first instance of diagnosis. The results are presented in Appendix Table A6, column (4).

Limiting the sample in this way does not affect the direction of the results. There is still

significant evidence of risk compensation in relation to the availability of medication for all

healthy behaviors. The evidence that prior to medication, individuals followed a low-salt

diet or low-fat diet and /or decrease BMI remains and is significant at the 1% level for each

outcome. The direction of the coefficient on a CVD diagnosis after FDA approval maintains

the direction of the estimate but is not significant for smoking status. This is possibly due

to the lower sample size as a result of limiting the definition of who is diagnosed.

6 CVD and Selection of Treatment

6.1 Approach

Assessing the impact of medication availability resulting from the FDA approval of new med-

ication does not answer questions about treatment choices patients make after a diagnosis.

Heart disease is treated non-invasively with medication and behavior, and these treatment

choices are often made simultaneously. Medication and behavior can be complements in

treatment or substitutes. To extend the initial analysis, I consider treatment choices after

FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants. The first outcome to consider

is the choice to take medication regardless of behavior.19 Next, I examine medication as a

complement or substitute to healthy behavior. For brevity, I have simplified the outcomes
19Taking medication as an outcome is defined as self-reported medication use to treat hypertension or

hyperlipidemia collected during each Framingham examination.
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presented in the main text. Medication as a complement is defined as taking medication and

engaging in at least two healthy behaviors of nonsmoking, on low-salt diet, on low-fat diet

or BMI decrease (calculated as BMI in the current exam, t, minus BMI from the prior exam,

t − 1). Medication as a substitute is defined as taking medication and having zero healthy

behaviors.

Each behavior is considered independently in Appendix E. This results in eight possible

outcomes. The complementary outcomes for individual behaviors are taking medication and

engaging in one healthy behavior (nonsmoking, on a low-salt, on a low-fat diet or decreased

BMI). The substitute outcomes for individual behavior are taking medication and engaging

in an unhealthy behavior (smoking, not on a low-salt diet, not on a low-fat diet or an increase

in BMI).

The same quasi-experimental difference-and-differences design as in equation (4) is

used to estimate the impact of a shock on treatment choice. Hence, the sample cohorts and

identifying assumption for shock are as previously described. The model specification for

the impact of a shock on treatment choice is as follows:

Ci(τ)t = δ1CV Di(τ)t + δ2POSTi(τ)t + δ3(CVDi(τ)t × POSTi(τ)t)

+ δ4LOWi(τ)t + δ5HIGHi(τ)t + αi(τ) + ΛXi(τ)t + εi(τ)t

(6)

The dependent variable, Cit is an indicator corresponding to each of the treatment choices

explained above. The variables POSTi(τ)t and CVDi(τ)t are as defined in equation (4)

and identify the treatment and control groups as they relate to each exam. Variables are

included to indicate if an individual has low risk, FRS < 10%, for developing CVD, notated

LOWi(τ)t, or high risk, FRS ≥ 20%, for developing CVD, notated HIGHi(τ)t. Low-risk and

high-risk variables are relative to intermediate risk (≥ 10% and < 20%) which is excluded

as a reference category. The specification includes the same control variables as used in

estimating equation (4) and individual-fixed effects, αi. Equation (6) is estimated with
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robust standard errors. The sample is limited to exams 12 through 16 after beta blockers

and bile acid sequestrates are FDA approved.

The coefficient of interest is δ3 which indicates the average treatment effect of receiv-

ing a CVD diagnosis on the combined treatment choice of medication and behavior. The

hypothesis is that a diagnosis will increase the probability that the patient will take medica-

tion and/or make positive lifestyle changes. Also of interest are δ4 and δ5 on LOWi(τ)t and

HIGHi(τ)t respectively. With the inclusion of individual-fixed effects, the categorical-risk

variables are identified off of the individuals whose risk changes from one exam to the next.

Between 14% and 35% of participants change risk classification at each exam in the sample

period. The estimates provide useful signposts to how people approach preventative care

absent a diagnosis but who have some level of risk.

6.2 Medication and Behavior as Substitutes or Complements

Figure 3 plots the impacts of CVD diagnosis, low-risk (FRS under 10%) and high-risk (FRS

of 20% or more) on medication use. Having a greater than 20% chance of CVD in the next

ten years is associated with a 11.6 percentage point, 27.3%, increase in the probability of

taking hypertension or hyperlipidemia medication compared to individuals with intermedi-

ate risk, significant at the 1% level. This implies that risk screening is being implemented for

medication use. On the other hand, being low risk for CVD is associated with a 7.9 percent-

age point, 64.9%, decrease in the probability of taking medication compared to intermediate

risk. The coefficient on receiving a CVD diagnosis is positive but not a significant. Hence,

results suggest there is no difference in the probability of taking medication for individuals

diagnosed now as compared to individuals who will experience a CVD diagnosis in the future

when controlling for level of risk.

Figure 4 plots the coefficients from estimating equation (6) for taking medication and

engaging in two-or-more-healthy behaviors (Panel A) or taking medication and engaging in
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zero-healthy behaviors (Panel B). Once medication is available, having high risk of CVD is

associated with treatment - both complementary treatment where medication and healthy

behaviors are used together and where medication is used to substitute not engaging in

healthy behaviors. Having a diagnosis of CVD increases the use of medication as a comple-

ment to multiple healthy behaviors by a statistically significant 9.2 percentage points which

is greater than using medication without any healthy behaviors. High-risk individuals also

use medication to complement at least two healthy behaviors at a greater rate than they

use medication in lieu of any healthy behavior. However, when behaviors are considered

individually (see Appendix E), there is a higher likelihood that any one behavior is used as

a substitute to medication than a complement for high-risk individuals. This implies that

individuals mix-and-match behaviors which choosing which healthy behaviors to adopt when

they are at high risk of CVD because medication is more likely to be used as a substitute to

any one behavior but a complement to multiple healthy behaviors.

The group of concern is those with low-risk. Individuals in this group will eventually be

diagnosed with CVD (based on the sample design which only includes individuals diagnosed

with CVD) even though their 10-year risk of disease is less than 10%. This group is less

likely to use medication as a complement by 6.1 percentage points, significant at the 1%

level. This group also selects into medication use at a lower rate compared to individuals

with intermediate risk which is partially driving these estimates. Considering behaviors

individually, being low risk is associated with a significant decrease in probability of using

medication as a substitute. This implies that if a low-risk individual does take medication

they are generally more likely to engage in other healthy behaviors.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

Medication and behavior are the two non-invasive means of preventing and treating CVD.

While clinical research has demonstrated that they serve as complements in efficacy for treat-
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ing hypertension and hyperlipidemia, the implementation of these treatments is subject to

risk compensation. The mere availability of a new medication through FDA approval causes

a significant decrease in healthy behaviors. There is an 11 percentage point (29.6%) increase

in the probability of smoking, a 4 percentage point (44.2%) decrease in the probability of

following a low-salt diet, 1 percentage point (18.7%) decrease in the probability of following

a low-fat diet and a 0.27 (1.0%) increase in BMI. A CVD diagnosis does partially offset the

negative response to new medication for smoking - one of the largest risk factors for CVD.

However, for dieting and BMI, a diagnosis after the FDA approval has no impact on the

risk-compensation effects of new medication. Conversely, when medication is not available,

a CVD diagnosis causes a modest increase in diet usage for both low-salt and low-fat diets.

Behavior change in response to a diagnosis after medication is available is not consistent

across behaviors. Prior research on diabetes found that there is not a big dietary response

to a diagnosis, and individuals generally view medication as more important to treatment

than healthy behaviors (Oster, 2018; Kim et al., 2019). The findings for diet and BMI

support this. Yet, individuals are more likely to become nonsmokers (partially offsetting risk

compensation) after a diagnosis when medication is available. It may be that care providers

emphasize the detrimental effects of smoking more stringently than other behaviors or that

quitting smoking is easier to understand than diet modification. Even still, the positive

probability of nonsmoking after a CVD diagnosis and FDA approval is not large enough to

fully offset the total risk-compensation effect of new medication.

Medication effectively decreases the "expense" of avoiding CVD through positive be-

havior change. As was seen with car-safety regulations, PREP, statins and diabetes medica-

tion, risk compensation can cause increased take-up of risky behavior behavior. Furthermore,

even the possibility of using a drug can prompt risk compensation. For smokers, there is

a decreased incentive to change behavior. For people dieting, new medication prompts a

behavior switch.
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It is an open question if medication availability decreases the current cost of prevention

or the expected future cost of disease. Individuals may offset unhealthy behavior with

medication as a disease preventative. In contrast, they may engage in unhealthful behavior

before disease manifestation knowing that a treatment is available if necessary. There is a

rational paradox in health care. Individuals often wait until a disease is diagnosed to take-up

the treatments that could have prevented it (Zweifel, 2017). This is rational in the sense

that preventative care requires upfront costs of time and money but does not guarantee the

absence of disease and its associated costs. Furthermore, health behaviors are often hard to

change resulting in sparse adoption patterns (Ogden et al., 2014; Kaestner et al., 2014). I

assume individuals derive utility from unhealthy behaviors but also from health. This may

partially explain the risk-compensation trade-off between medication and healthy behavior

as a utility maximization strategy. Unfortunately, for many patients this presently rational

calculation may result in long-run-health spending and decreased life expectancy, especially

if present risk of CVD is incorrectly assessed.

I do find that once medication is FDA approved, having a 20% or greater chance for

CVD is associated with medication use, but a CVD diagnosis does not change medication

take-up. The implication is that risk screening for prescription medication is implemented

and that people use medication. High-risk individuals are also associated with a higher

probability of using medication to complement two-or-more healthy behaviors, but they

still have a positive probability of using medication as a substitute. However, diagnosed

individuals have the highest probability of using medication as a complement for multiple

healthy behaviors. Of concern is the negative association between having a low risk of CVD

(< 10%) and medication use. Low risk is still risk. Each respondent in the analysis will be

diagnosed with CVD (by study design), but they are less likely to be treated. This group’s

risk may be incorrectly assessed in risk formulas or formulas may not take into account a

broad-enough spectrum of factors to predict disease (Wilson, 2021b). For those that do take

medication, they are less likely to use it as a substitute when considering individual behaviors.
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These individuals may be prevention minded and cluster positive health behaviors.

This study does have some limitations. The outcomes available in the data did not

include consistent measures of physical activity and alcohol consumption which are both risk

factors for heart disease. The criteria restrictions placed on the data to create a balanced

panel resulted in a relatively small sample size from 1960 through 1981. Additionally, the

sample was limited to Framingham, Massachusetts which reduces the external validity of

these estimates especially for non-white populations (Leaverton et al., 1987). Despite these

shortcomings, this study has implications for preventative health care.

There is clear clinical evidence that healthy behaviors increase the efficacy of medica-

tions (Erwteman et al., 1984; Luft and Weinberger, 1988; Trap-Jensen, 1988; Chiuve et al.,

2006). Yet, recommendations to adopt healthy behaviors are often reserved for patients

with obvious CVD risk factors or a diagnosis (Grundy et al., 2004; Hyman and Pavlik,

2000). Broader promotion of healthy living through diet modification, physical activity and

smoking cessation targeted toward individuals at low-clinical risk of CVD, or those without

obvious risk factors such as obesity, may benefit from a better understanding how behav-

ior contributes to CVD. The findings also highlight the importance of disease salience for

motivating patients to adopt medication use and positive-lifestyle changes ahead of a diag-

nosis. The introduction of new medication to treat high blood pressure and high cholesterol

leads to risk compensation. However, when prevention does not work, receiving a diagnosis

attenuates the risk-compensation effect and increase the likelihood of adopting healthy be-

haviors. Finding ways to motivate patients ahead of a diagnosis is of paramount importance

to decrease the risk and prevalence of heart disease.
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Figures

Figure 1: Sample Construction

Notes: See Research Design section for detail on sample construction.
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Figure 2: Trends in Behavior by Event Time

Notes: This figure shows each of the behavioral outcomes for the treated and control individuals in the sample by event time with a
diagnosis of CVD occurring at t = 0 and also the behavior of the constructed counterfactual group including control individuals with
event time constructed such that t = 0 is three exams before a diagnosis of CVD.
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Figure 3: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice to Take Medication

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (6) where the outcome is an indicator for taking hypertension or
hyperlipidemia medication. There are three variable coefficients reported: the impact of a CVD diagnosis for treated individuals (those
who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a diagnosis of CVD two or three
exams after the treated group, low risk for CVD in the next 10 years (<10%), and high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or
more). The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants. Controls include
age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes and/or cancer diagnosis plus
individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Figure 4: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice to Use Medication as a Complement or Substitute in Treatment
Panel A Panel B

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (6) where the outcome is an indicator for taking hypertension or
hyperlipidemia medication and engaging in 2 or more healthy behaviors (green bar) or zero healthy behaviors (blue bar). There are
three variable coefficients reported: the impact of a CVD diagnosis for treated individuals (those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam
12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group, low risk for
CVD in the next 10 years (<10%), and high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or more). The time frame is exam 12 through exam
16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital
status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Tables

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Notes: Summary statistics for the sample of individual men and women included in the main
analysis. See the Estimation section for detail on sample construction. Each characteristic and
behavior is at the individual-exam level spanning exams 7 through 16. Risk score is defined as
the Framingham Risk Score (FRS), see Appendix A for formula details.
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Table 2: Impact of Medication Availability and CVD Diagnosis on Behavior

Notes: Estimation results demonstrating the impact of FDA approval and diagnosis of CVD on behavior with fixed effects. Total impact
of FDA approval is calculated from equation (5) as: β1 + β4π

′
+ β5π

′′
+ β7π

′′′
where π

′
is the mean of POST , π

′′
is the mean of CV D

and π
′′′

is the mean of (CV D × POST ). Standard errors for this value were estimated with linear combinations. Additional controls
include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes and/or cancer diagnosis.
Treatment is individuals who will have a diagnosis of CVD between exam 9 and exam 14. Matched controls are individuals who will
have a diagnosis of CVD three or four exams after each treatment group is diagnosed. The time period is exams 7 through 16 and
includes participants who attended the exam prior to the diagnosis and subsequent two exams. Column (1) includes all treated and
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matched control individuals. Columns (2) through (7) are the results for the matched group of treatment and control individuals where
the diagnosis of CVD occurs at the exam indicated. The sample time period for these regressions is two exams prior to diagnosis and
two exams after diagnosis such that the matched controls never receive treatment during the sample period. If the respondent was on a
low-fat diet was not asked at exam 9. Dietary questions were not asked at exam 16. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual
level are in parenthesis. * Significant at the 10% level, ** significant at the 5% level, *** significant at the 1% level.
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Table 3: Heterogeneity by Characteristic

Notes: See notes for Table 2. Sample is limited to the characteristic as indicated in each column.
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Table 4: Risk Compensation Segmented by Behavior Prior to FDA Approval

Notes: See notes for Table 2. Sample is segmented to the behavior as listed prior to exam 10. The sample time period is limited to
exams 10 through 16.
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Table A1: Hypertension and Hyperlipidemia Medication Timeline

Notes: Timeline of FDA medication approvals for the introduction of each drug class listed.
(FDA, 2020)
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A Calculating the Framingham Risk Score

The Framingham Risk Score (FRS) is calculated from the 2008 formula as published by the

Adult Treatment Panel III from the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (D’Agostino

et al., 2008). The score is calculated separately for men and women. Each score has an

associated probability of experiencing a cardiovascular event in the next 10 years. The

calculation below excludes the score assignment for high-density lipoprotein (HDL) due to

lack of consistent data collection with the original Framingham cohort. Excluding this

measure introduces variability into the score of up to 3 points across the sample. However,

total cholesterol was collected at each exam in the sample time period and is included in the

FRS. The score assignment is as follows:
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The score is translated into a prediction of 10-year risk of being diagnosed with CVD using

the chart below:
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B Heterogeneity: Individual Level

The results presented in the main text are the average effect of FDA approval on healthy

behavior. To determine if the average effect is driven by a few individual with large risk-

compensation responses to new medication or many individuals with a small response, I have

decomposed the average effect by individual. Equation (3) is modified for each individual in

the sample groups of 10 through 14. The FDA approval of new medication is during exam

12 which is after the treatment time period of group 9, so that sample group is excluded

from this analysis.

The estimated total impact of FDA approval for all non-zero estimates is plotted in

a histogram for each healthy behavior. See Figure A1. The green bars indicate estimated

values below zero, a decrease in healthy behavior, and the blue bars are those above zero,

an increase in healthy behavior. For nonsmoking and BMI there is a higher proportion of

individuals who have a negative response to the FDA approval; however, for low-salt and

low-fat dieting there are more individuals with a slightly positive probability of dieting in

response to FDA approval, but relatively more individuals with a larger negative response,

impacting the overall mean estimates.

Appendix Table A5 displays the proportion of sample individuals for whom the response

to FDA approval of new medication is negative, zero or positive in total and by personal

characteristic for each healthy behavior. The majority of individual exhibit no change in

behavior, an estimate of zero. For nonsmoking, more than double the percentage of people

that do not smoke in response to the new medication smoke. The risk compensation response

is especially high for men, those with less than a high school education and those at high risk

(≥ 20%) of CVD. Similarly, 18.7% more people increase BMI in response to new medication

than decrease, but there is no clear characteristic that indicates if an individual is more

likely to respond to FDA approval by decreasing healthy behavior. For both diet behaviors,

a minority of the sample is different from zero and slightly more have an estimated positive
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coefficient than negative. A slightly higher percentage of individuals at low risk of CVD

(< 10%) engage in risk compensation compared to other groups. Men also have a relatively

higher percentage of negative estimates for low-salt dieting. Hence, there are a majority

of individuals that do not change behavior in response to exogenous changes in medication

availability, but of those that do response, they are likely to have a larger probability of

engaging in unhealthy behavior.

Figure A1: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice to Take Medication:
Individual-Level Heterogeneity

Notes: This is a histogram of the estimates of the impact of FDA approval on healthy behavior
obtained by estimating equation (3) at the individual level. Hence, each regression is a sample
of 1 individual over 5 exams. Estimates of zero are excluded from the figure. Also, estimates
less than -1 or greater than 1 for nonsmoking, low-salt diet and low-fat diet are also excluded.
The green bars represent bins of individuals whose estimated coefficient is less than 0, and blue
bars represent bins of individuals whose estimated coefficient is greater than 0.
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C Risk Score Matching

An alternative to matching on the timing of a CVD diagnosis to identify the control group

for the main analysis presented in Section 4 is to match on Framingham risk score (FRS) –

the 10-year risk of experiencing a CVD event. See Appendix A for detail on how the FRS is

calculated. Matching begins by determining the treatment group. This is defined the same

way as it is in Section 4: treated individuals are those that will have a first diagnosis of CVD

at one of six exams between exam 9 and 14. Additionally, they must attend the exam prior to

diagnosis, the diagnosis exam and the two exams after diagnosis. The potential control group

for each sub-sample of treated individuals are study participants who have not experienced a

diagnosis of CVD prior to the exam that the treated individual is diagnosed and must attend

each exam that the treated attends. At the exam prior to diagnosis, the calculated FRS is

used to match treated individuals (by sex) with one, or more, control individuals. The FRS

takes into account age, total cholesterol, smoking status, systolic blood pressure and usage

of hypertension medication, see Section A. The control group is weighted by their relative

representation within each match cell such that the total weight for all control individuals for

each treated individual sums to 1. The results using this matching procedure are presented

in Table A6.
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D Tables

Table A2: Comparison of Ten-Year Risk Means for the Sample Treatment and Controls by
Group

Notes: The above table presents the mean Framingham Risk Score (the probability of being
diagnosed with CVD in the next ten years) at the time the treated individuals are diagnosed.
This indicates that there is not a statistical difference between the risk score of treated and
control individuals at the time CVD diagnosis occurs in each group. the exception is group 14
which shows that treated individuals have a 1.7% greater probability of being diagnosed with
CVD in the next 10 years.
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Table A3: Association of Ten-Year Risk of CVD with the Probability of Being Diagnosed
with CVD

Notes: Estimation results demonstrating the association of ten-year risk of CVD and with the
probability of being diagnosed at the time treated individuals are diagnosed. Controls include
age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for
diabetes and/or cancer diagnosis, and individual-fixed effects. The regressions are for the exam
periods prior to and including diagnosis. The results indicate that there is not a systematic
association between ten-year risk and being diagnosed as a treated individual as opposed to
a control who is diagnosed at three or four exams in the future. The only two significant
estimates are of opposite sign. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in
parenthesis. * Significant at the 10% level, ** significant at the 5% level, *** significant at the
1% level.
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Table A4: Comparison of Means: Framingham and National Health Interview Survey

Notes: The above table presents means for key characteristics for the Framingham sample used in this study compared to a nationally-
representative sample from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS). Both samples include only individuals that have been diagnosed
with CVD. During the time frame of this study, NHIS only asked about CVD status in 1974 and 1976; hence, the NHIS values are from
those two years only. The characteristics reports are the available measures from NHIS for the applicable years. The NHIS values are
weighted to reflect a nationally-representative sample. Standard deviation is in parenthesis.
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Table A5: Individual Heterogeneity by Personal Characteristic

Notes: The table presents the proportion of individuals that have a negative, zero or positive
response to the FDA approval of new medication. The table is segmented by healthy behavior
and selected personal characteristics. Equation (3) is estimated at the individual level to
generate the response to FDA approval of new medication. Hence, each regression is a sample
of 1 individual over 5 exams.
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Table A6: Impact of Medication Availability and CVD Diagnosis on Behavior: Robustness

Notes: Estimation results demonstrating the impact of FDA approval and diagnosis of cardiovascular disease on behavior with fixed
effects. Total impact of FDA approval is calculated from equation (3) as: β1 + β4π

′
+ β5π

′′
+ β7π

′′′
where π

′
is the mean of POST , π

′′

is the mean of CV D and π
′′′

is the mean of (CV D × POST ). Standard errors for this value were estimated with linear combinations.
Additional controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes and/or
cancer diagnosis. Column (1) is the baseline result from 2. In column (2) excludes individual-fixed effects from the baseline specification.
Column (3) presents results from using risk-score matching. The treatment group is individuals who will have a diagnosis of CVD
between exam 9 and exam 14. Controls are matched based on Framingham risk score at the exam prior to diagnosis and weighted based
on the representation in each match cell. In column (4), treatment is individuals who will have a CVD shock (AMI or stroke) between
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exam 9 and exam 14. Matched controls are individuals who will have a CVD shock three or four exams after each treatment group
has the shock. The time period is exams 7 through 16 and includes participants who attended the exam prior to the diagnosis and
subsequent two exams. If the respondent was on a low-fat diet was not asked at exam 9. Dietary questions were not asked at exam 16.
Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in parenthesis. * Significant at the 10% level, ** significant at the 5% level,
*** significant at the 1% level.
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E Medication as a Complement or Substitute for Healthy Behavior

Table A7: Combination Treatment Choices After FDA Approval at Exam 12

Notes: This table presented the results from estimating equation (5) where the outcome is taking medication and engaging in healthy
or unhealthy behavior as indicated in each column. Treated individuals are those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14 as
compared to matched controls who will have a diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group; low-ten-year risk shows
the association of low risk for CVD in the next 10 years (<10%) with each treatment choice as compared to those with intermediate
risk, and high-ten-year risk shows the association of high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or more) with each treatment choice
as compared to those with intermediate risk. The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and
bile-acid sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for
diabetes and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are presented in
parenthesis.

Figures A2, A3, A4 and A5 below provide a visual representation of the point estimates presented above.
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Figure A2: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice of Treatment in Relation to Current Smoking Status
Panel A Panel B

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (5) where the outcome is taking medication and engaging in healthy
(green bar) or unhealthy behavior (green bar). There are three variables plotted: CVD diagnosis indicates the impact of a CVD diagnosis
for treated individuals (those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a
diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group; low-ten-year risk shows the association of low risk for CVD in the next 10
years (<10%) with each treatment choice, and high-ten-year risk shows the association of high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or
more) with each treatment choice. The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid
sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes
and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level.
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Figure A3: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice of Treatment in Relation to Following a Low-Salt Diet
Panel A Panel B

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (5) where the outcome is taking medication and engaging in healthy
(green bar) or unhealthy behavior (green bar). There are three variables plotted: CVD diagnosis indicates the impact of a CVD diagnosis
for treated individuals (those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a
diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group; low-ten-year risk shows the association of low risk for CVD in the next 10
years (<10%) with each treatment choice, and high-ten-year risk shows the association of high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or
more) with each treatment choice. The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid
sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes
and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level.
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Figure A4: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice of Treatment in Relation to Following a Low-Cholesterol Diet
Panel A Panel B

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (5) where the outcome is taking medication and engaging in healthy
(green bar) or unhealthy behavior (green bar). There are three variables plotted: CVD diagnosis indicates the impact of a CVD diagnosis
for treated individuals (those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a
diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group; low-ten-year risk shows the association of low risk for CVD in the next 10
years (<10%) with each treatment choice, and high-ten-year risk shows the association of high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or
more) with each treatment choice. The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid
sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes
and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level.
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Figure A5: Impact of CVD Diagnosis and Risk Score on Choice of Treatment in Relation to Distance to Mean BMI by 5-Year
Age Group

Panel A Panel B

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from estimating equation (5) where the outcome is taking medication and engaging in healthy
(green bar) or unhealthy behavior (green bar). There are three variables plotted: CVD diagnosis indicates the impact of a CVD diagnosis
for treated individuals (those who had a diagnosis of CVD at exam 12, 13 or 14) as compared to matched controls who will have a
diagnosis of CVD two or three exams after the treated group; low-ten-year risk shows the association of low risk for CVD in the next 10
years (<10%) with each treatment choice, and high-ten-year risk shows the association of high risk of CVD in the next 10 years (20% or
more) with each treatment choice. The time frame is exam 12 through exam 16 after the FDA approval of beta blockers and bile-acid
sequestrants. Controls include age, age-squared, 5-year age group, marital status, over 64-years-old and under treatment for diabetes
and/or cancer diagnosis plus individual-fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals estimated with robust standard errors
clustered at the individual level.
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